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Hello, and welcome to the
BAVS Newsletter!
I hope that 2012 is off to an excellent start for you, gentle reader, and
that – if you too are of the view that Dickens manages to hail us with an
especial freshness and vitality of voice even two hundred years after his
birth – you have duly raised a celebratory glass to the writing of the
great man. No matter how hard you’ve been working, there are
Dickens events aplenty to sustain you. At the University of
Buckingham, a Dickens Bicentenary conference in March, ‘Charles
Dickens and the Mid-Victorian Press 1850-1870’, will feature the
launch of the Dickens Journals Online project. You can hear Malcolm
Andrews and Michael Slater speak on ‘Dickens’s Legacy’, as well as
drink punch made to Dickens’s own recipe, at Anglia Ruskin
University, Cambridge. Here in Aberdeen we have the ‘Dickens in
2012’ spring programme, featuring talks by Adrian Poole, Paul
Schlicke and Robert Patten as well as film screenings and dramatic
readings from members of the English Department and the Centre for
the Novel (for pre-performance galvanisation of courage, might we put
in an order for authentic Dickensian punch with ARU?). There are
numerous other exhibitions and festivals around the UK and
internationally. I suggest you find those nearest you and have the best
of times.
In this Newsletter there are a number of calls for papers and reports on
conferences that have taken place in Dundee, Stirling and London.
Co-organisers Kyriaki Hadjiafxendi and David Miller reflect on ‘Poetry
and Melancholy’, as does Gillian MacDonald on ‘Wildering
Phantasies’. I would like to thank Lizzie Ludlow for her impressions of
the conference I organised last year, ‘Re-Imagining the Brontës’, as
well as the brilliant speakers for not only providing so much food for
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thought but also graciously allowing their image to be captured for this Newsletter: see their
photo underneath the table of contents on page 3.
I draw your attention to the call for papers for the annual BAVS conference, to be held this
year at the University of Sheffield, on the theme of ‘Victorian Value: Ethics, Economics,
Aesthetics’. The conference will run from 30th August to 1st September – please send your
abstracts to bavs2012@gmail.com by 31st March. We look forward to seeing you there!
Keep me well informed about what our mutual friend, Victorian Studies, is up to in your part
of the world, so that I can share ample BAVS News to brighten these hard academic times. I
have great expectations for the next edition. Academics and postgraduate students are warmly
encouraged to offer articles and reports (the occasional sketch or unfinished mystery may also
be considered). Whether you have organised a conference, attended an event or exhibition, or
would like to draw attention to research projects that have recently been recognised by funding
bodies, I would love to hear from you! For further information, and to forward review or
research contributions, please contact me at BAVSnews@gmail.com.
Yours,
Alexandra
Dr Alexandra Lewis (University of Aberdeen)

BAVS News

Editor’s plea: send more News (hold the gruel and onions)! Above: Mark Lester pictured as
Oliver in the 1968 film, Oliver!, directed by Carol Reed.
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‘ReRe-Imagining the Brontës’
Brontës’, Senate House, London, 5 November 2011. Back row (left to
right): Dr Emma Francis (Warwick), Professor Marianne Thormählen (Lund University),
Professor Sally Shuttleworth (St Anne’s College, Oxford), Professor Helen Small (Pembroke
College, Oxford), Associate Professor Janis Caldwell (University of California, Santa
Barbara), Dr Carolyn Burdett (Birkbeck), Dr Alexandra Lewis (University of Aberdeen), Dr
Jan-Melissa Schramm (Trinity Hall, Cambridge), Professor Andrew H. Miller (Indiana
University, Bloomington). Front row: Professor Cora Kaplan (QMUL), Professor Isobel
Armstrong (Birkbeck), Professor Barbara Hardy (Birkbeck), Professor Blake Morrison
(Goldsmiths). Professor Hilary Fraser (Birkbeck) also chaired a panel.
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Dickens and London

Current Exhibition

Museum of London
Until Sunday 10th June 2012

Recreating the atmosphere of Victorian London through sound and projections, visitors will
be taken on a haunting journey to discover the city that inspired his writings. Paintings,
photographs, costume and objects illustrate themes that Dickens wove into his works, such as
poverty and childhood, while rarely seen manuscripts including Bleak House and David
Copperfield – written in the author’s own hand – offer clues to his creative genius. Highlights
of the exhibition include an innovative audio-visual experience bringing to life the desk and
chair where Dickens wrote some of his greatest works, and a specially commissioned film by
one of the UK’s leading documentary film-makers, William Raban, which explores the
similarities between London after dark today and the night time city described by Dickens
over 150 years ago.
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‘Wildering Phantasies’:
An Interdisciplinary Conference Devoted to the PrePre-Raphaelites

Conference Reports

University of Dundee 77-10 July 2011
The conference which took place over
four days in July attracted participants
and delegates from Europe and United
States of America. Following a welcome
address by Dr Jodi-Anne George, one of
the plenary speakers, Peter Faulkner
(University of Exeter) gave a lecture on
‘William Morris and Pre-Raphaelitism’.
This was followed by a wine reception
and tour of the McManus, Dundee’s Art
Gallery and Museum which houses
Rossetti’s Dante’s Dream on the Day of

Death of Beatrice (1880).
Over the next three days, there were six
sessions at which around thirty
participants presented their papers. The
titles
of
the
sessions
were,
‘Facets of Rossetti, ‘Receptions and
Influences’, ‘Pre-Raphaelite Media’, ‘PreRaphaelite Geographies, ‘Pre-Raphaelite
Disseminations’ and ‘Late Flowerings’.
Each session was followed by a short
period of questions and lively debate.
Following a special lecture by Professor
Stephen Wildman (Ruskin Library &
Research Centre) entitled ‘Orders of
Release: The Enduring Visual Appeal of
John Ruskin’ the second day concluded
with another wine reception at which
Matthew Jarron (University of Dundee)
welcomed everyone to the special
exhibition he had curated in the
University’s Lamb Gallery. This event
also included the launch of Karen E.
Brown’s book, The Yeats Circle, Verbal

events on the penultimate day included a
screening of Ken Russell’s film, Dante’s
Inferno (1967), introduced by Brian Hoyle
(University of Dundee), and Professor
Leonee Ormond’s (King’s College,
London) plenary lecture, ‘“Ralph’s a stick”:
The Pre-Raphaelite response to the Old
Masters.’ A very enjoyable conference
supper was held on Saturday evening and
after the closing remarks on Sunday,
Matthew Jarron led delegates on a walking
tour of Pre-Raphaelite Dundee.
The conference was structured so that
although there were two sessions dedicated
to the post-graduate participants, these were
not parallel sessions and the students had
the opportunity to present their papers to
the full conference and, further, to hear all
the other contributors. All seven postgraduates commented that they were
encouraged by the collegiate and friendly
atmosphere at the conference and that they
had learnt a great deal. This is very
gratifying, as for some post-graduates it was
their first conference paper and for others,
their first paper delivered in English. We
are grateful to BAVS for the grant funding
which enabled us to award each non-local
post-graduate participant the sum of £67
towards the cost of travel and
accommodation.
Gillian Macdonald, University of Dundee,
Dundee,
Scotland

and Visual Relations in Ireland, 18801939 (Ashgate, April 2011). Special
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Reflections on ‘Poetry and
Melancholia’, University of Stirling,
7-9 July 2011, from the coco-organisers.
This international conference, sponsored in
part by BAVS, had a large number of
nineteenth-century panels, which made
evident the wealth of current research in
theories of affect, the history of the
emotions and Victorian poetry and poetics.
The conference had three main aims: to
open avenues of debate and inquiry into
the biomedical and neurological condition
of melancholia and its representation in
poetry across different disciplines; to arrive
at a fuller historical understanding of the
role that modernity had played in its
development from a medical discourse to a
dispositional perspective; and to investigate
the relationship of melancholia as a bodily
and mental illness to the poetic process
since claims about its important role had
been present in discussions of the creative
working of the mind (e.g. notions of genius
and depression) since the early modern
period. Within this framework, the papers
on nineteenth century poetics raised the
need for reconsidering the role that the
poetry of melancholia played in debates
about the new sciences of the mind.
Deriving from the Greek word μελαγχολία,
meaning black bile, melancholia was
historically understood as a specific
physiological state of oppressive and
persistent sadness arising from imbalances
in the body’s four humours. In Problemata,
which is arguably the first text that medically
explained melancholia as a physical disease
and a mental disposition, Aristotle asks,
‘Why is it that all those who have become
eminent in philosophy or politics or poetry
or the arts are clearly of an atrabilious

temperament, and some of them to such an
extent as to be affected by diseases caused
by black bile, as is said to have happened to
Heracles among the heroes?’ (XXX.10-14).
Since the early modern period, debates
concerning
this
biomedical
and
neurological condition have stretched
beyond the medical world and permeated
Western European notions of intellectual
and creative achievement. The way in
which melancholia has spilled beyond its
disciplinary confines is integral to an
understanding of the history of medicine
and its relationship with the arts in the long
nineteenth century and its relevance today.
Recent published work has sought to
productively extend
the
field
of
investigation, especially as it is connected to
the relation of artistic representation and
production to melancholy, loss, pain, health
and illness. Elaine Scarry’s The Body in
Pain, Arthur W. Frank’s The Wounded
Storyteller: Body, Illness and Ethics, and
Rita
Charon’s Narrative Medicine:
Honouring the Stories of Illness, have all
opened a productive line of inquiry. In
spite of the wide-ranging character of
existing scholarship on melancholia and its
history, considerations of its relationship to
the arts have tended to be overly respectful
of disciplinary boundaries. However, since
the publication of Jennifer Radden’s
anthology of primary material The Nature
of Melancholy: From Aristotle to Kristeva,
which traces the ambiguous relationship
between historical accounts of melancholy
and today's psychiatric views on depression,
there has been less institutional resistance
towards cross-disciplinary collaboration
between
the
fields
of
medicine,
psychoanalysis, philosophy, literature and
the arts. The past decade has seen a
number of scholarly studies on melancholy,
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medicine and the arts, facilitated by the
growth of medical humanities as an
interdisciplinary field.
Sharing a commitment to the historical
understanding of melancholia, and
changing ideas of the physiological
determination of poetic creativity, the two
keynote addresses by Catherine Maxwell
(Queen Mary, University of London) and
Susan Wolfson (Princeton Unversity), in
conjunction with the plenary panelists –
Cornelia Pearsall (Smith College), David G.
Riede (Ohio State University), Ron Levao
(Rutgers University) and John Drakakis
(Stirling University) – demonstrated the
chronological and disciplinary range of the
conference’s consideration of melancholia
in relation to modernity. While Drakakis
and Levao looked into the tragic-comic
aspects of melancholia during the
Renaissance, whose imaginative appeal to
Romantic and Victorian poets was
examined in a number of conference
papers, Maxwell, Pearson, Riede and
Wolfson ranged across the different
meanings of melancholia both as poetic
category and as a sensation in the long
nineteenth century.
Revisiting the distinctions between historical
concepts of melancholia and contemporary
understandings of post-Freudian clinical
depression, the papers and discussions on
late Romantic and mid-Victorian poets
tended to take up two interlocking
concerns. The rapid development of
‘industrial’
capitalism
and
the
commodification of many aspect of social
and family life were taken as concomitant
with the rise of clinical discourses and
medical practices that attempted to deal
with the increasing traumas and
fragmentation of inner and outer life but
were also seen as ideological frameworks

within which the manifest problems of a
rapidly developing industrial society could
be ‘managed’. This fostered a debate on the
role that the Victorians played in
exacerbating
and
concretizing
the
apparently ‘inherent’ tensions and pressures
in the relationship of poetry to the
economic, political and medical forces of
social production. This is very timely today,
in Grace Farrington’s words, one of our
postgraduate delegates from the University
of Liverpool, ‘given the increasing currency
in public policy and research of the idea of
wellbeing as a key to health, as well as
interest along the scale from the
normalizing sadness to the disease burden
indicative in rates of depression.’
A number of postgraduates benefitted from
generous support from the British
Association of Victorian Studies and these
delegates in particular expressed their
thanks as they would otherwise not have
been able to present. In addition to BAVS,
we are grateful to the Society of the Social
History of Medicine and ABES Routledge
for subsidizing postgraduate participation
and offering bursaries to doctoral students;
these include Kate Holterhoff (Carneige
Mellon University), Rebecca Mills (Exeter
University), Emilia Musumeci (University
of Catania), and Avishek Parui (Durham
University). Special thanks also goes to the
Centre for Victorian Studies at the
University of Exeter for sponsoring the
wine reception attached to the poetry event
with Don Paterson. A book publication on
the conference theme is planned, with the
tentative title Mind and Word: Poetries of

Melancholia from the Enlightenment to the
Present.
Kyriaki Hadjiafxendi, University of Exeter
David Miller, University of Edinburgh
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‘Re‘Re-Imagining the Brontës: A Conference’, The Court Room, Senate House,
University of London, 5th November 2011
2011

Editor’s Note: In November 2011, I organised a conference, ‘Re-Imagining the Brontës’,
funded by the University of Warwick’s Institute of Advanced Study and generously supported
by the Institute of English Studies, University of London. My aim was to bring together some of
the leading thinkers in nineteenth-century and Brontë studies in order to reassess the Brontës’
perspectives on and uses of imagination (scientific; medical; childhood; romantic; poetic; visual;
private; collective; auto/biographical; religious; political; theatrical; historical) together with the
ways the Brontës’ works have been critically and creatively re-imagined from the nineteenth to
the twenty-first century. It turned out to be a delightful day of engagement with the Brontës and
imagination from a range of literary and interdisciplinary perspectives, giving rise to much
fruitful discussion and debate, and even a spot of impromptu play-reading.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank Professor Hilary Marland and all staff at the
Institute of Advanced Study, Warwick as well as the indefatigable Jon Millington at the Institute
of English Studies, London. My thanks also go to Dr Emma Francis for her excellent
summation, the brilliant speakers and panel chairs (pictured on page 3), and all who attended
and made the day such a joy!
Alexandra Lewis.

Lizzie Ludlow reports:
“Why has Catherine’s selfishness not
appalled readers?” Identifying an ethical
core in Wuthering Heights, Marianne
Thormählen (Lund University, Sweden)
interrogated the feminist tendency to
overlook Catherine Earnshaw’s terrifying
lack of care for her motherless nephew.
The dialogue that her argument sparked
among the packed room of delegates is
indicative of our collective concern with the
project proposed by conference organiser
Dr Alexandra Lewis of “re-imagining the
Brontës.” In her closing summation, Emma
Francis (University of Warwick) drew
attention to several key themes that
emerged from the day’s endeavours.

Reflecting on the commitment to explore
the status of the human in the work of the
Brontës, she questioned our understanding
of the novel. Are we, Cora Kaplan (Queen
Mary, University of London) asked, giving
it more responsibility than it can bear in
terms of social discourse? With their
different approaches to this issue, each
paper brought into sharp focus a timely
acknowledgment of the important place of
humanities research in finding in the novel
an articulation of what it means to be
human.
Conference organiser Alexandra Lewis
(University of Aberdeen) introduced the
proceedings with the words of Villette’s
Lucy Snowe, “when imagination runs riot
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where do we stop?” Lewis outlined a range
of current perspectives on the Brontës,
including her own research on literature
and psychology, drawing attention both to
the ways certain broad critical interests
(race, class and gender) have been recast,
and also to the imaginative leap now
necessary even to begin to enter the
Brontës’ textual worlds. Identifying
Charlotte Brontë’s characteristic technique
of deflating an imaginative flight with a
sudden realist jolt back to consciousness,
Janis McLarren Caldwell (University of
California, Santa Barbara) brought this
issue of riotous imagination into the critical
framework of contemporary neurological
and religious discourse. Presenting
Charlotte as an introspective observer, an
astute participant in psychological enquiry
and a critical reader of Romantic
transcendence, she considered her
negotiation of the interface between mind
and soul. Reflecting on the narratives of
imaginative transport in the Roe Head
fragments, she traced the delineation of a
creative unconscious that combined the
rhythms of the Bible with the new language
of the mind. Caldwell provided a welcome
introduction to the extended consideration
of the heteroglossia of the Brontë corpus
that the conference so helpfully unpacked.
Continuing with the theme of psychology
but approaching the question of
heteroglossia from another angle, Sally
Shuttleworth (St Anne’s College, University
of Oxford) read Wuthering Heights, The
Professor and Agnes Grey alongside
vivisection debates and conduct books in
their depictions of animal cruelty. The
most thought-provoking aspect of her paper
came with her discussion of Agnes Grey’s
treatment of pupils as animals in need of
humanising.

The papers by Cora Kaplan and Isobel
Armstrong (Birkbeck, University of
London) shifted the debate of personhood
from psychological considerations into a
political framework. Reading Jane Eyre in
light of the transformation in the structure
of feeling that occurred in Britain in the
1840s, Kaplan re-evaluated Charlotte’s
contribution to discourses of empire.
Reflecting that the novel was written at a
time when ex-slaves were changing the
cultural dynamics of London and dialogues
of race were becoming more explicit, she
extended Spivak’s project by questioning
what is at stake when we trace how a
fictional work articulates shifts in cultural
and
historical
imagination.
How
problematic, she asked, is the interface
between the literary and the historical
archive? Continuing to draw out the
political implications of Jane Eyre,
Armstrong considered the intertextual
legacy of the narratives of exclusion and
emancipation that emerge from this
interface. Offering a close reading of Jane’s
peripeteia, she explored how the novel
enters the contested arena of defining the
human and argued that Jane’s cry from
Whitcross, “Not a tie holds me to human
society at this moment,” turns ontological
questions into political ones. Drawing out
the implications of this, she analysed
Charlotte’s legacy in Elizabeth Gaskell’s
Ruth (1853), Wilkie Collins’ No Name
(1862) and George Moore’s Esther Waters
(1894) by asking some significant questions
about humanity in terms of social
conventions
and
laws
surrounding
illegitimacy. Moving her reading of Jane
Eyre away from the traditional providential
trajectory, her paper provided a stimulating
contribution to the project of “reimagining” by highlighting the possibility of
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an increased focus on its treatment of
human rights.
Addressing the dynamics of degradation in
terms of the accumulating damage done to
the worth of a creature, Helen Small
(Pembroke College, Oxford) continued to
explore narratives of exclusion and
dispossession. Focusing on Emily, she
extended her study of the spiritual and
moral degradation of Wuthering Heights to
other writings she was working on at the
time. Offering an insightful reading of two
poems that express the degrading effects of
pursuing power at all costs, she explored
how Emily appropriates both the Romantic
ideology of Keats and Shelley and the
church doctrines put forward in her father’s
sermons. Mapping out a different line of
lineage and influence, Thormählen made a
case for interpreting Wuthering Heights as
the antitype of the liberal novel in its focus
on the transforming power of education
and its motifs of forgiveness and revenge.
She challenged the notion that there is an
ethical void at the heart of the novel.
Instead, she proposed that through Cathy
and Hareton, Christian charity conquers
vengeful hatred and the fiendish offender
Heathcliff “becomes a man at last.” Arguing
that the novel’s delineations of love,
forgiveness and patience can be traced to 1
Corinthians 13, her critique proved a
thoughtful re-evaluation of its ethical
dimensions.
Barbara Hardy (Birkbeck, University of
London) introduced to the proceedings her
own
imaginative
re-evaluations
of
Charlotte’s novels. Discussing her recently
published collection, Dorothea’s Daughters

“Lucy Snowe and Paulina Bretton: The
Conversation of Women,” she provided a
tantalising taster of a volume that will surely
impact the reception of the Brontës in this
generation. Blake Morrison (Goldsmiths,
University of London) continued this
theme of creative re-imagining through a
discussion of his play, We Are Three
Sisters (2011), including an impromptu
reading with Carolyn Burdett and
Alexandra Lewis stepping in as Brontë
sisters. Detailing his decision to rework
Anton Chekhov’s Three Sisters (1901), a
play that was influenced by Elizabeth
Gaskell’s biography of Charlotte Brontë, he
reflected on his struggle to follow a set
dramatic structure while remaining faithful
to the lived experience of the Brontës. His
choice of title, taken from Charlotte’s
famous letter of self-revelation is, I think,
indicative of the current concern with reimagining the Brontës on their own terms.
If this conference is any indication, the next
decade will surely witness a surge in
criticism that witnesses to the Brontës’
invaluable contributions to dialogues about
human identity. We will perhaps see more
contextualisations of their writing within
discourses that address issues of the
psychology of imaginative development, the
ethical boundaries of the individual, the
politics of social exclusion and the
Romantic heritage. Hopefully, we will also
see the critical re-evaluation of Anne
continued. As all the papers revealed, the
future of Brontë studies looks promising
and set to provide a gateway to some
exciting sea-changes in the discipline.
Elizabeth Ludlow

and Other Nineteenth-Century Postscripts
(2011), she articulated her appreciations
and arguments concerning Jane Eyre and
Villette. Reading from “Adèle Varens” and
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Forthcoming Events...
Art versus Industry?
Leeds City Museum 23 & 24 March 2012
This two-day international and transdisciplinary conference aims to re-evaluate the intersections
between the visual arts and industry in Britain during the long nineteenth century, with speakers
including Dr Lara Kriegel (Indiana University), Dr Tom Gretton (University College London),
Dr Colin Trodd (University of Manchester) and Dr Steve Edwards (Open University).
Booking is open until Friday 9 March 2012. Please visit http://artvindustry.blogspot.com/ for
further information and to download the booking form.
Both days: £20.00 (£15 for students)
Single day: £10.00 flat fee
Programme
Friday 23 March 2012
9.00-9.30
Registration and coffee
9.30-9.45
Welcome and introductions
9.45-10.45
Lara Kriegel (Indiana University)
Filaments of History: Ladies, Lace, Labour and Nation at the Fin de Siecle
10.45-12.45 Panel one: De-centering the narrative
Lara Eggleton (University of Leeds)
Surface Deceits: Owen Jones and John Ruskin on the Ornament of the Alhambra
Sally Tuckett (University of Edinburgh)
Colouring the Nation: Scottish Turkey-Red Design and Manufacture
Natasha Eaton (University College London)
Subaltern Colour? Art, Industry and Colonialism in Britain and India
Renate Dohmen (University of Louisiana at Lafayette)
The Calcutta International Exhibition of 1883-4: A Differenced Vision of the Great Exhibition?
12.45-1.45: Lunch (provided)
1.45-3.45 Panel two: Labour, class and invention
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Jasmine Allen (University of York)
The Status of Stained Glass at the International Exhibitions
Anne-Marie Millim (University of Luxembourg)
"A substitute for moonlight": The Cultural Value of Mining in The Graphic (1870s)
Frances Robertson (Glasgow School of Art)
Crank-Pin Tracks and Corinthian Columns: Engineers and Draughtsmen as Visual Technicians
Ben Russell (Science Museum)
James Watt's Workshop: A Nexus Between Art and Industry
3.45-4.00: Coffee
4.00-5.00
Tom Gretton (University College London)
Industrialised Graphic Technologies Feature the World of Art: The Illustrated London News and The
Graphic c. 1870 - 1890
5.15: Please join us at the Victoria (behind the Town Hall) to continue our conversations!
8.00: Conference Dinner
Saturday 24 March 2012
9.30-10.00
Registration and coffee
10.00-11.00
Colin Trodd (University of Manchester)
Affinity and Alienation: Civility, Barbarism and Discourses of Design Culture, 1862-1894
11.00-1.00 Panel three: Making and mechanical perception
Ann Compton (University of Glasgow)
Building a Better Class of Craftsman? Re-examining Issues of Education, Craftsmanship and
Professional Practice in Sculpture and Related Trades, c. 1880-1925
Gabriel Williams (University of York)
'Mechanical Dexterity' and Sculpture Machines at the Great Exhibition
Nicole Bush (Northumbria University)
Mechanical Patterns: The Role of Brewster's Kaleidoscope in the Age of Morris and the Machine
Patrizia Di Bello (Birkbeck)
'Camera-Medusa': Stereoscopic Photographs of Statuettes
1.00-1.45 Lunch (provided)
1.45-3.15 Panel four: Electrotypes and the aesthetics of electricity
Alistair Grant (University of Sussex, Victoria and Albert Museum)
Galvanic Engraving in Relief: The Origins of the Art of Electro-Metallurgy
Angus Patterson (Victoria and Albert Museum)
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For the Promotion of Art: The Formation and Influence of the Victoria and Albert Museum's
Electrotype Collection
Graeme Gooday and Abigail Harrison Moore (University of Leeds)
Decorative Electricity: The Gendered Aesthetics and Ethics of Domestic Electric Lighting
3.15-4.15
Steve Edwards (Open University)
Picture Capitalism
4.15-4.30 Coffee
4.30-5.00 Roundtable discussion and closing remarks
***

Victorian Studies Centre
University of Leicester
Leicester
Spring Seminar Series 2012
7 March Professor Laurel Brake (Birkbeck, University of London)
'Walter Pater's American Afterlife: The Mosher Editions'
21 March Dr Sadiah Qureshi (University of Birmingham)
'"A Peep at the Natives": Displayed Peoples, Exhibitions and the Natural History of Race in
Nineteenth-Century Britain'
9 May Professor Adrian Poole (University of Cambridge)
'Henry James, Lionel Trilling and the Imagination of Disaster'
23 May Dr Robert Douglas-Fairhurst (University of Oxford)
'The Beauties of Charles Dickens'
Seminars take place at 5.15pm on Wednesdays in
Rm. 1315, Attenborough Building, University of Leicester,
University Road, Leicester LE1 7RH
ALL WELCOME
For further information, please contact Dr Gowan Dawson (gd31@le.ac.uk)
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Victorian Spiritualities
Keynote Speakers:
Elisabeth Jay and Michaela Giebelhausen
One Day Colloquium on 17 March 2012

Image © Oz Hardwick

This one-day colloquium will explore Victorian Spiritualities from a wide range of perspectives.
Contributions on literary topics explore key figures such as Dickens and G.M. Hopkins, as well as
lesser-known writers like Fitz-James O’Brien and T.E. Brown. Contributions on art history include
a presentation on Evelyn de Morgan and Emily Ford, and there are also papers on ballet and
textiles. Psychology, postcolonial studies and philosophy are also represented. The day will cover
a wide variety of religious traditions, including Catholicism, Anglicanism and the Oxford
Movement, Spiritualism, the Russian Orthodox Church, Quakerism, Judaism, and Buddhism. The
keynote speakers are literary critic Elisabeth Jay and art historian Michaela Giebelhausen.

Registration Fee: £35 (includes copy of the Leeds Working Papers volume for the colloquium
containing 21 articles, plus lunch and refreshments). For more details and to register, contact
h.jones@leedstrinity.ac.uk.
Colloquium convenor: Jane de Gay
14
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Department of English

h

Centre for Victorian Studies

CHARLES DICKENS AND THE MID-VICTORIAN PRESS
1850–1870
Household Words and All the Year Round are key mid-century weekly journals, showcasing the work
of over 350 contributors as well as that of their illustrious founder and ‘Conductor.’ Critical analysis
of their contents is an increasingly diverse and dynamic field, soon to be assisted by an open-access
scholarly online edition (see www.djo.org.uk) based at the University of Buckingham. To celebrate
the Bicentenary of Dickens's birth, and the public launch of the website, you are warmly invited to an
international conference that aims to position Household Words and All the Year Round within the
broader context of nineteenth-century periodical culture, through invited papers and contributions
from experts in these and a range of rival publications, and website workshops.
A Dickens Bicentenary conference featuring the launch of the Dickens Journals Online
project and an exhibition of archive materials curated by Anthony Burton

VENUE
The University of Buckingham, MK18 1EG (UK)
DATES
28th to 31st March 2012
INVITED SPEAKERS … currently include
Laurel Brake  John Drew  Holly Furneaux  Louis
James  Patrick Leary  Hazel Mackenzie  Robert
Patten  Joanne Shattock  Michael Slater  John
Sutherland  John Tulloch  Cathy Waters  Tony
Williams  Ben Winyard.
CALL FOR PAPERS
See www.buckingham.ac.uk/djo

TICKETS, RESERVATIONS and ENQUIRIES
Conference tickets cost £180 to Fellowship
members (£245 full price); £70 for day passes
(£90). See www.buckingham.ac.uk/djo or, for
booking forms and details, write to Dickens
Journals Online, c/o The English Department,
University of Buckingham, Hunter Street,
Buckingham, MK18 1EG  enquiries to
djo@buckingham.ac.uk
CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS
…will be published by the University of
Buckingham Press in 2012 (a complimentary copy
included with every conference booking).
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DICKENS' LEGACY
You are cordially invited to a Bicentenary Celebration of Dickens' Legacy on
Saturday 14 April 2012 in Cambridge, at Anglia Ruskin University.

Plenary Speakers: Malcolm Andrews and Michael Slater
There will be short papers and Dramatised Readings and the day will end
with a complimentary glass of Punch, made to Dickens' own recipe.
Book online at the Anglia Ruskin website or send a cheque (made out
to 'Anglia Ruskin University') for £15 (£12 concessions) to:
Dr Valerie Purton, English Department, Anglia Ruskin University Cambridge
CB1 1PT.
***

Leeds Centre for Victorian Studies; Disability & the
Victorians: Confronting Legacies; 30th July-1st August 2012;
Leeds Trinity University College
The nineteenth century was the period during which disability was
conceptualised, categorised, and defined. The industrial revolution, advances
in medicine, the emergence of philanthropy and the growth of asylums all
played their part in creating what today’s society describes as the medical
model of disability. Disability can be traced through many forms: in material
culture and literary genres; scientific, medical and official inquiries; art;
architecture; the history of disabled charities; disabled people’s experiences;
the legacy inherited by disabled people today of the taxonomies and categories
of disability – the ‘handicapped’; the ‘deaf and dumb’; the ‘feeble minded’; the
blind; the ‘imbecile’ the ‘idiot’ and the ‘cretin’ -- the legacy of the relationship
between the body, the visual, the scientific and the literary text; the intersection
of disability, theories of evolution, the emergence of the disciplines of statistics,
social sciences and anthropology, eugenics and degeneration. This conference
seeks to address conceptualisations of disability in the Victorian period and their legacy(ies); the ways in
which we can draw disabled voices and testimonies together to construct ‘the long view’, the intersection
of disability studies and Victorian studies, and the conceptual, disciplinary, and pedagogical issues that
arise as a consequence of this research.

Themes will include:
•

•
•
•

Resistance/conformity: subversion, transgression, agency and constraint.
The visibility and invisibility of disability: beggars, street sellers, hawkers, freak shows and
circuses.
Victorian institutions: charities, asylums, schools and clubs.
Normalising practices: definitions, constructions, categories and taxonomies.
Victorian technologies: assistive and medical.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The emergence of specialisms: from audiology to psychiatry.
Disability as a moral force for improvement: theology and spiritual enlightenment/development,
literature and the school of pain.
The formation of Victorian identities: nation, empire, ‘race’.
Disability and the fear of loss: national efficiency, eugenics and ‘degeneration’.
Medical and cultural histories: medical illustration and advertising, the relationship between the
literary, the medical and the scientific text.
Acts: Victorian social policy and legal frameworks.
Work: employment, employability, the regulated employment and non-employment of disabled
people
The spaces of disability: art, architecture, environment.
Pedagogy: teaching about disability and the disabled in the Victorian period.
Representing disability to non-specialist audiences: heritage interpretations, public histories,
dictionaries.

This is an interdisciplinary conference, grounded in Victorian Studies, for which the Leeds Centre for
Victorian Studies, being established since 1994 and home of the Journal of Victorian Culture, has a
longstanding and influential reputation. Within Victorian Studies, and the humanities more broadly,
disability studies has emerging significance (e.g. Martha Stoddard Holmes, Fictions of Affliction (2006),
Julia Miele Rodas, rev essay, ‘Mainstreaming Disability Studies?', Victorian Literature and Culture, 36/1
(2006), and the Special Issue on 'Victorian Disability' for the Victorian Review (Fall, 2009)). The aim of the
conference is to bring these two interdisciplinary fields together.
As the history of disability has tended so far to focus on social constructions of disability, in part a
reflection of the available sources, a key aim of the conference is to offer a new direction by addressing
the experiences or testimonies of those who are disabled and by considering the long-term impact of such
social constructions. It is intended that the conference will bring together academic researchers, those
with an involvement in disability, (either through work, teaching and/or direct experience), and those
conducting independent research, in order to construct ‘the long view’.
It is the intention of the organisers that though there will be keynote papers, those wishing to present
material at the conference will also have the opportunity to do so in other, non-traditional, forms, in order
to facilitate work that crosses disciplinary boundaries and presents the field with an intellectual challenge.
For instance, Mat Fraser has been invited, as a solo artist, to perform his cabaret on freak shows; John
Smith, Deaf Comedian, will be performing, covering topics such as Current Deaf issues, Deaf politics and
school life, and the Thackray Medical Museum will be offering an object-handling session at their site. The
aim here is to open up new lines of research and inquiry relating to any aspect of Disability in the Victorian
period.

Confirmed Speakers/Performers include:
Joanne Woiak, Ph.D., Disability Studies Program, University of Washington; Professor Martha Stoddard
Holmes, Ph.D., Professor and Chair of Literature and Writing Studies, Cal State University San Marcos,
USA, 'Fictions of Affliction: Physical Disability in Victorian Culture'; Professor Vanessa Toulmin, Director of
National Fairground Archive, National Fairground Archive (Western Bank Library) University of Sheffield;
Mat Fraser, Actor, writer, MC, and Disability Artist, 'Freak to Clique' (invited to attend and perform); John
Smith Deaf Comedian (invited to attend and perform).

General enquiries to: Prof Karen Sayer OR Pat Bannister, Leeds Centre for Victorian Studies, Leeds
Trinity University College, Brownberrie Lane, Leeds, LS18 5HD k.sayer@leedstrinity.ac.uk
p.bannister@leedstrinity.ac.uk; tel. 0113 2837138)

Booking Information
Bookings can be made via the Leeds Trinity University College website. If you have any queries,
please contact Julie Wadsworth, Leeds Centre for Victorian Studies, on +44 (0)113 2837 138 or
email: j.wadsworth@leedstrinity.ac.uk for more information.
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Calls for Papers

Transforming Objects
2828-29 May 2012, Northumbria University

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS: Dr Sarah Haggarty (Newcastle) and Dr John Holmes (Reading)
This two-day conference invites papers that consider the transformation of objects and the
transformations effected by objects from the eighteenth to the twentieth century. Approaches
to this theme are welcomed from established scholars and especially from postgraduate
students.
Object theory and discourses of materiality largely engage with objects as stable items of a
permanent nature; this conference seeks to address those moments which slip through the
gaps of such readings. We wish to explore the method and process of transformation, the
between-ness or not fully realised state of an object or discipline, and to consider its effect
upon the culture.
We are keen for papers to address particular historical, cultural, or social environments in
which transformations take place or are enabled by. The conference aims to provoke
discussion about such moments of change and the important role of objects in
transformations between period, discipline, location, and sensation, as well as engaging with
more broader considerations of bodily transformation and states of metamorphosis.
We hope the action of ‘transforming’ and the term ‘object’ will be engaged with in their
widest sense, and therefore welcome proposals which interpret the conference theme in
innovative and expansive ways. Topics of particular interest include:


















Psychological transformations, altered states, derangement, and hallucinatory experiences
Industrial transformation: travel and communication (from railways to cars, the mail coach to the
telegraph)
Visuality: transformations in perceptual modes and methods.
Intertextuality and the transformation of texts within texts
Histories of the book, transformations in printing, the effect of technology upon the page
The growth of digital humanities and transformed ways of encountering the text
Disciplinarity, categorisation, and periodicity: creating and dismantling boundaries
Spatial transformations and the experience of movement
Serial publishing and transforming temporalities of reading
Remediation and the lifecycle of objects
Text transformed by objects: experimentalism and additions to the textual page
The professionalisation of the sciences and medical practices
Adaptation across genre: text into film, theatre, music, or the visual arts
It-narratives and the voice of the object
Experiencing transformation through the body and the senses
Merchandise: from text to commodity item

Please send abstracts (250 words) for 20-minute papers, along with a brief biographical note,
to the conference organisers, Nicole Bush and Anna Hope: transformingobjects@gmail.com
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The deadline for abstracts is 4 March 2012. For further details and updates please see the
website: www.transformingobjects.blogspot.com

Supported by the British Association for Victorian Studies (BAVS)

***

Wounded
Wounded Bodies, Tortured Souls: Narratives of Victorian and NeoNeo-Victorian Trauma
Postgraduate Conference, University of Portsmouth, 14th June 2012
Keynote Speaker: Dr MarieMarie-Luise Kohlke, University of Swansea
In recent years the study of trauma has become central to contemporary conceptualisations of
personal and collective narratives of pain and loss. Often identified as a ‘modern’ phenomenon, a
product of industrialisation and modernisation, trauma emerged as a distinct pathology alongside
the rise of a middle-class readership, and accounts of physical and psychological wounds abound in
Victorian fiction. In turn, Victorian tropes of trauma have been appropriated by the neo-Victorian
novel, often in ways which offer a self-conscious or critical engagement with past representations.
This conference seeks to examine the intersection between the physical and psychical
representation of trauma in both Victorian and Neo-Victorian literature. It aims to explore the
importance of the relationship between the mind and the body, as well as the relationship between
Victorian literary representations and neo-Victorian appropriations. We welcome papers examining
representations of trauma in Victorian and neo-Victorian fiction, as well as contributions from the
fields of literary theory, cultural studies, and the visual arts.

Possible areas of interest include, but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Victorian trauma narratives
Pain in Victorian art, literature and culture
Neo-Victorian traumatic appropriations
‘Wound Culture’
Traumatic performances (race/gender/sexuality, etc.)
Imperial trauma

Please send abstracts of no more than 300 words for papers lasting 20 minutes, and a brief biographical note
(100 words), to Emily Hunt (emily.hunt@port.ac.uk) or Alex Messem (alexandra.messem@port.ac.uk) by 30
March 2012.
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BAVS 2012

University of Sheffield
Sheffield

Thursday 30th August – Saturday 1st September

Victorian Value: Ethics,
Economics, Aesthetics
I suppose the persons interested in establishing a school of
Art for workmen may in the main be divided into two
classes, namely, first, those who chiefly desire to make the
men happier, wiser and better; and secondly, those who
desire them to produce better and more valuable work
(John Ruskin)
The 2012 conference of the British Association for
Victorian Studies will be held in Sheffield, the thriving
heart of the Victorian Steel Industry. In 1875, on the
outskirts of the city, John Ruskin established the Museum
of St George, a collection of art objects and natural
artefacts displayed for the aesthetic education of the city’s
workers. Inspired by Ruskin, the theme of this year’s
conference aims to explore the relationships between
different kinds of value in the Victorian period, to return
to the period’s central debates about how to measure,
establish and uphold value in the emergent modernity of
Victorian Britain, and to think about the representation
and legacy of those values both in and beyond the field of
Victorian Studies.
PAPERS MAY ADDRESS, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED
TO, THE FOLLOWING TOPICS:
• The representation and circulation of different
kinds of currency
•

Aesthetes in the marketplace

•

Critical/cultural evaluation, from Ruskin and
Arnold to Leavis and beyond

•

The ethical turn in Victorian Studies

•

Political economy and the art of government

•

The transmission of value at home and abroad

•

Value rewritten, from Woolf to Waters

•

Domestic economy and the aesthetics of the home

•

Ethical dilemmas, aesthetic solutions

•

Value on display: collection and exhibition

•

New economies, from Cobden to Carpenter

•

Commodity culture and the value of ‘things’

•

Sincere characters: the ethics of self and text

Work ethics: Madox-Brown, Marx and Morris
Please send the title of your paper and an abstract
of around 250 words to bavs2012@gmail.com by 31st
March 2012.

•
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***

Fourth International Postgraduate Symposium on Thomas Hardy,
at the 20th International Thomas Hardy Conference & Festival
Dorchester, UK, 1818-26 August 2012
Proposals are invited for papers on any aspect of the life, work and thought of Thomas Hardy
for the fourth International Postgraduate Symposium on Hardy which will take place in
Dorchester, 18-26 August 2012, as part of the 20th International Thomas Hardy Conference &
Festival.
Decisions will be made by the Symposium Convenors Professor Roger Ebbatson, Lancaster
University, and Dr Angelique Richardson, University of Exeter. Proposals of 250 words (max)
for papers of 15-minute duration should be sent to hardy-pgs@exeter.ac.uk by 31 March 2012.
A small bursary will be offered to successful applicants to assist with the cost of attending the
conference, and conference fees will be waived. Reduced rates will be offered to postgraduates
wishing to attend the conference but not giving papers. This is a unique opportunity to share
and debate ideas on Hardy with other new and established scholars. A selection of these papers
will be published in the peer-reviewed Thomas Hardy Journal. All attending postgraduates will
be expected to join the Thomas Hardy Society at a reduced subscription rate.
Conference delegates (including speakers) are responsible for finding their own
accommodation and are advised to do so as soon as possible as accommodation is likely to be
scarce in August in view of the Sailing Olympics (29th July to 11 August). Accommodation
queries can be directed to Rebecca Welshman, the Thomas Hardy Society Student
Representative, University of Exeter, hardy-pgs@exeter.ac.uk

***

Call for Papers: Sex, Courtship and Marriage in Victorian Literature and Culture

Victorian Network is an MLA-indexed (from 2012) online journal dedicated to publishing and
promoting the best postgraduate work in Victorian Studies. The sixth issue of Victorian
Network, guest edited by Dr Greta Depledge (Royal Holloway), is dedicated to a reassessment
of nineteenth-century constructions and understandings of sex, courtship and marriage.
Although the heteronormative and companionate marriage was vital for economic and
reproductive reasons - as well as romantic impulses - recent scholarship has illuminated its
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status as but one of several diverse paradigms of marriage/sexual relationship accessible to the
Victorians. Across the nineteenth century, profound crises of faith, extensive legal reforms and
the new insights afforded by the emergent discipline of anthropology all contributed to a
culture of introspection about the practice of marriage, at the same time as advances in science
and medicine opened up new interpretations and definitions of sexual practices and
preferences.
We are inviting submissions of no more than 7000 words, on any aspect of the theme. Possible
topics include but are by no means limited to the following:
Victorian narratives of queer desire: text and subtext
Representations of women’s sexuality (angels, whores and spinsters)
Prudishness and censorship: “deviant” novels and scandalous dramas
Adultery, bigamy, divorce and other affronts to the ideal of companionate marriage
Transgressive relationships
Nineteenth-century marriage law, including prohibited degrees of affinity, property reform and
breach of promise
Representations of sexual innocence and experience (virginity, puberty and prostitution
Subversion of traditional courtship narratives
Sex and class: adventuresses, mistresses, sex workers and blackmail
Customs of the country: courtship conventions, betrothals and bridal nights
Performance, stylization and parody: gender scripts, consumer culture, theatrical subversion

All submissions should conform to MHRA style conventions and the in-house submission
guidelines. The deadline for submissions is 30 May 2012.
2012
Contact: victoriannetwork@gmail.com
Website: http://www.victoriannetwork.org/index.php/vn
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Recent Publications

John Plunkett, Ana Parejo Vadillo, Regenia Gagnier,
Angelique Richardson, Rick Rylance and Paul Young (eds).

Sourcebook
Victorian Literature: A So
urcebook
(Palgrave, 2011)

BAVS Exclusive! 25% discount for BAVS members: The promotional code WBAVS2012
can be used to purchase the book online at www.palgrave.com for £14.99 (RRP £19.99),
valid until 31st March 2012.

Victorian Literature: A Sourcebook is a diverse anthology of both familiar and previously
unavailable primary texts that illuminate the world of nineteenth-century ideas. An expert
team introduce and annotate a range of original social, cultural, political and historical
documents, providing vital background for students seeking to understand the Victorian era
and its rich literary offerings.
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***
Michael Allen

Charles Dickens and the Blacking Factory
(Oxford(Oxford-Stockley Publications/Createspace, 2011)
Michael Allen’s discovery at The National Archives of documents from the Chancery Court in London,
relating to disputes between the people who owned and ran the blacking factory where Dickens was
employed and also between them and their rival Robert Warren, has revealed a wealth of information not
previously available to us. Here we have, for the first time, an accurate history of Warren’s Blacking,
written down within two years of Dickens working there. Allen puts before us, from a contemporary
source, what really went on in a blacking factory. Here is a feast of new material. For anybody who
thought they knew the full story of Dickens’ childhood, think again.

***

T.L. Burton

William Barnes’s Dialect Poems: A Pronunciation Guide
(Provo, UT: The Chaucer Studio Press, 2010)
pp. xx + 288 + 1-hour audio CD. RRP $75 / £50. Available from the Chaucer Studio.
http://creativeworks.byu.edu/chaucer/.
“[This] book is a wonder in the many things it does and in doing them all well ... Burton has made a
serious contribution to freeing those [poems] in dialect from a dismissible specialness” (Marcia Karp,

Essays in Criticism 61.3 (July 2011): 315–17).

T.L. Burton

Six Eclogues from William Barnes’s Poems of Rural Life in the Dorset Dialect (First Collection, 1844):
with Phonemic Transcripts by T. L. Burton and an Audio Recording from the 2010 Adelaide
Adelaide Fringe
(Adelaide: Barr Smith Press, 2011)
pp. vi + 56 + 1-hour audio CD. Available in hard copy or as a free download
from the publisher at http://www.adelaide.edu.au/press/titles/eclogues/ .

***
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Gary William Crawford, Jim Rockhill and Brian J. Showers (eds)

Reflections in a Glass Darkly: Essays on J. Sheridan Le Fanu
(Hippocampus Press, 2011)
Irish writer Joseph Sheridan Le Fanu (1814–1873) is one of the leading weird writers of the nineteenth
century, the author of “Green Tea,” “Carmilla,” Uncle Silas, and other classic works. In this volume, the
first collection of essays about Le Fanu, three distinguished scholars have amassed a wealth of material
on every aspect of the author’s life, work, and influence. A biographical section features memoirs of Le
Fanu along with reproductions of many portraits of the author. Early reviews of his many books are
reprinted, as is important early criticism by M. R. James, E. F. Benson, V. S. Pritchett, and others.
Recent essays by Jack Sullivan, John Langan, Victor Sage, and many others discuss a wide array of topics
relating to Le Fanu’s writing. Nine of these essays are printed here for the first time. All in all, this book
provides a definitive guide to the weird fiction of Le Fanu.
Gary William Crawford is a widely published poet, scholar, and fiction writer, and compiler of a
bibliography of Le Fanu. Jim Rockhill is the editor of the complete supernatural fiction of Le Fanu.
Brian J. Showers is a fiction writer and literary historian, and the co-compiler (with Gary William
Crawford) of Joseph Sheridan Le Fanu: A Concise Bibliography. Together they edit the scholarly
online journal Le Fanu Studies.

***

David Punter (ed)

Gothic
A New Companion to the Got
hic (Blackwell Companions to Literature and Culture)
(Wiley(Wiley-Blackwell; 2nd Revised edition, 2012)
The thoroughly expanded and updated New Companion to the Gothic, provides a series of stimulating
insights into Gothic writing, its history and genealogy. The addition of 12 new essays and a section on
‘Global Gothic’ reflects the direction Gothic criticism has taken over the last decade.

***
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Peter Willis

Chopin in Manchester
(Elysium Press, 2011)
FREDERICK CHOPIN (1810–49) visited Manchester only once, in 1848, the year before he died, when
he played in the Gentlemen’s Concert Hall.
Earlier in 1848, he had fled from Paris to London in the wake of the February Revolution. After giving
recitals in private houses in London, and some teaching, he travelled north to Scotland at the urging of his
aristocratic pupil Jane Stirling. From Edinburgh he ventured to Manchester for a few days, staying with his
friends the Schwabe family at Crumpsall House.

Chopin in Manchester is a study of that visit, and draws upon a wide range of documentary, published
and visual material to set Chopin and his concert in the context of the life of mid-nineteenth-century
Manchester.
Apart from containing a discussion of music and architecture, Chopin in Manchester provides new
insights into the Schwabes and their circle, and vignettes of George Osborne, Jenny Lind, and Professor
A. J. (Sandy) Scott, the first principal of Owens College, later the University of Manchester.
In Manchester, Chopin showed clear signs of his terminal illness. After brief spells in Scotland, then
London, he returned to Paris in the autumn of 1848. He had only a year to live. His visit to Manchester,
therefore, occupies a poignant place in the last phase of his life.

‘A fascinating and original contribution to Chopin studies’ Professor Jeremy Dibble, Department of
Music, Durham University

‘Controversy surrounded Chopin’s visit to Manchester, and Peter Willis has unravelled the many strands
with the eye of an Inspector Morse’
Dr Michael Kennedy, CBE, President, Manchester Musical Heritage Trust
Dr Peter Willis, the author, is an architect and architectural historian. He undertook research for Chopin
in Manchester in the Department of Music at Durham University, as part of a wider study of Chopin’s
visits to England and Scotland in 1837 and 1848. His books Chopin in Scotland and Chopin in London
are in preparation.

***

New Issue of 19: Interdisciplinary Studies in the Long Nineteenth Century
We are pleased to announce that the new issue of 19: Interdisciplinary Studies in the Long Nineteenth
Century is now available at <http://19.bbk.ac.uk/index.php/19/issue/view/81/showToc>
This issue, guest edited by Emma Francis and Nadia Valman, revisits the Victorian East End, examining its
distinctive spaces including docks, libraries, music halls, medical missions, and asylums. These essays
explore fiction, photographs, street dances, diaries, investigative journalism, and texts of social
investigation: they cumulatively demonstrate how the East End continues to provoke sharp questions about
urban life and social progress.
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19: INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES IN THE LONG NINETEENTH CENTURY
NO 13 (2011): REVISITING THE VICTORIAN EAST END
Emma Francis and Nadia Valman: ‘Introduction: Revisiting the Victorian East End’
Anne Witchard: ‘Bedraggled Ballerinas on a Bus Back to Bow: The “Fairy Business”’
Ellen Ross: ‘“Playing Deaf”: Jewish Women at the Medical Missions of East London, 1880–1920s’
David Feldman: ‘Jews in the East End, Jews in the Polity, “The Jew” in the Text’
Susan David Bernstein: ‘Reading Room Geographies of Late-Victorian London: The British Museum,
Bloomsbury and the People’s Palace, Mile End’
Gabrielle Mearns: ‘“Long Trudges Through Whitechapel”: The East End of Beatrice Webb’s and Clara
Collet’s Social Investigations’
Diana Maltz: ‘Arthur Morrison, Criminality, and Late-Victorian Maritime Subculture’
Caroline Bressey: ‘The City of Others: Photographs from the City of London Asylum Archive’

http://19.bbk.ac.uk

***

Tim Symonds's novel Sherlock Holmes And The Dead Boer At Scotney
Castle has just been published by MX Publishing. Holmes and Watson
take the train to Sussex to address the mysterious Kipling League at
Crick's End. A body is found in a wagon pond at nearby Scotney Castle but why the wagon pond and not the moat? And why unclad? And why
no slashes or bruises? What is the meaning of the pair of shiny dark
glasses clutched in one hand? And that hatband - could it really come
from the skin of a yellow and brown spiny snake?
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Notices

BAVS Funding News
BAVS is committed to supporting scholarship at every level.
The Executive Committee is pleased to be administering a revised funding
grants scheme. This new stream, the BAVS Funding Grant,
Grant replaces the former
Open Conference and Postgraduate Conference grants. It is designed to be
flexible in its support for members, and the maximum grant amount has been
increased from £200 (£250 for the former Postgraduate Conference Grants) to
£400.
The Association and its Executive remain committed to the development of
postgraduate students, and it is anticipated that two postgraduate organised/led
events will be funded each academic session.
Deadlines:
Deadlines there will be two deadlines each year (5pm on November 30th and
5pm on May 31st)
31st
Enquiries: all enquiries or questions about BAVS Funding should be directed
to the BAVS Secretary, Holly Furneaux (hf35@le.ac.uk)
For application forms and further details, please see the BAVS funding pages at
http://www.bavsuk.org/funding.htm

***
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WileyWiley-Blackwell Free Online Conference on Dickens
On the 7th and 8th of March 2012,
2012 Wiley-Blackwell will be hosting a free online conference to
celebrate the bicentenary of Charles Dickens.
Confirmed Keynote Speaker: David Paroissien, 'Looking Back and Looking Forward: Shifting
Perspectives in Dickens's Fiction'
Features include:
*Video addresses by prominent Dickens scholars *Free scholarly papers with discussion forum
for each *Reading Room with free articles and book chapters from Wiley-Blackwell The event
provides an opportunity for an international group of scholars to discuss the work of one of the
world's most important authors. The emphasis is on illustrating the many ways in which
Dickens influenced, and was influenced by, his contact with other countries. More broadly, we
hope the conference will encourage online discussion about the social, cultural and
technological milieu in which (and of which) Dickens wrote. Log on to the discussion whenever
it suits your schedule, everyone is welcome to participate!

Find out more at http://dickensworld.wordpress.com/

***

Olive Schreiner Letters Online - a major new resource now launched
Olive Schreiner (1855-1920) is one of the world's great feminist writers and social theorists,
with her novels including The Story of an African Farm and her political treatises including
Woman and Labour among many other writings. She also wrote c4800+ exceptionally
important letters between 1871 and 1920, a period of momentous changes in the world which
her letters are concerned with, and which also brought changes regarding letter-writing and
literary practices too. Schreiner's letters - all of them, in full, detailed and easy to read
transcriptions - are available world-wide in a fully-searchable electronic edition published in
January 2012. The Olive Schreiner Letters Online is hosted at www.oliveschreiner.org and
provides a new, detailed, and unique electronic resource for social science, literary, historical,
cultural geography, feminist and African studies research.
Schreiner's letters are exceptionally interesting because containing her unfolding thinking about
her writing and publishing activities, and also her developing analysis and social theorising
regarding important topics that preoccupied her, including: metropolitan feminism and
socialism, prostitution and its analysis, imperialism and the 'scramble for Africa', war & peace,
changing understandings of 'race' and capital, intersectional theorising around women, gender
and 'race', the South African War (1899-1902) & its concentration camps & women's relief
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organisations, governance & federation, international women's franchise campaigns, labour
issues, international feminist networks, the Great War, diplomacy & pacifism, and much more
as well.
The Project is funded by the UK's ESRC (RES-062-23-1286) and the letters are published by
the renowned electronic research resources publisher HRIOnline. Further information about
the Project is available at: www.oliveschreinerletters.ed.ac.uk from where many Project
publications and also Schreiner's own are available to download; there is also an informational
leaflet attached to this email.
To receive information about activities and events from across the globe concerning letters and
other forms of life representation more broadly, please subscribe to our **Lives & Letters
mailing list** by emailing oliveschreiner@yahoo.co.uk. Alternatively, you can self-subscribe to
the mailing list by sending a blank email to sympa@mlist.is.ed.ac.uk with the following in the
subject: sub lives-and-letters.

***

Congratulations to Professor Mark Llewellyn!
UK's Arts and Humanities Research Council
Council (AHRC) appoint BAVS Secretary
as new Director of Research
The UK's Arts and Humanities Research Council has appointed Professor Mark Llewellyn,
holder of the John Anderson Research Leadership Chair in English Studies in the School of
Humanities at the University of Strathclyde and (until late 2011) Secretary to the British
Association for Victorian Studies, as its new Director of Research. Professor Llewellyn joined
the AHRC in January 2012 and his responsibilities cover all areas of research and postgraduate
funding, international affairs, knowledge exchange, and peer review in relation to arts and
humanities in the UK. He will remain a Professor at Strathclyde during his term at the AHRC.
Mark has been a long-serving member of the BAVS Executive both as Membership Secretary
(2007-09) and Secretary (since 2009). He is replaced in the role of BAVS Secretary by the very
capable Dr Holly Furneaux. Commenting on his appointment Mark said: "It is with
considerable sadness that I'll be standing down as BAVS Secretary but the Association is in a
very strong position with a growing worldwide membership and the mechanisms in place to
support that membership, including early career colleagues, in their research activities within
the field. I look forward to seeing BAVS continue to flourish."
Thank you, Mark, for your energetic work on the BAVS Committee, and all the best in your
new AHRC post!
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***

Thank you for reading the BAVS Newsletter!
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